
 

One Stop Shop for the Ultimate Selfie Systems and Print Solutions 
 
Tomorrow’s leisure attractions, social and corporate events will feature robot photographers, 

improved photobooths and further increase the demand for on-the-spot prints. All the technology is 

in place from familiar photobooths and Wi-Fi print stations to the Eva Photography Robot which (or 

who?) can circulate at functions and interact with guests. 

 

Now there is one e-commerce shop able to supply everything from the systems to the profitable 

supplies, set-ups and later in the year training courses – look for the new name, Visualis. 

 

The new Robots and booths at Visualis are manufactured and supported by the Warrington Group of 

companies who continue to excel at developing the next big thing for the hospitality sector. 

 

The mainstream business for Visualis is focused on hospitality and visitor attractions, updating old 

methods for taking and selling souvenir photos. Systems and supplies start with event photographers 

wanting the fastest and most economical dye-sub printing in the field – often literally in the field for 

equestrian, sports and festival opportunities. At the top end, permanent studio booths or Eva’s 

engaging presence give major venues the edge. 

 

The age of the selfie which never gets printed is over now, it’s so easy to set up instant on the spot 

printing from smartphones. Photobooths and bots will beat the selfie too with great group, family 

and party shots. 

 

Brands include Citizen, Mitsubishi, DNP, HiTi, The Eva robot, Durico, Photobooths, ID Pro for 

identity and passport portraiture and later in the year a new concept called Surface Printer. 

Alongside the venue, retail and pro photographic customer base Visualis will serve medical, 

scientific, industrial and security clients. 

 

Into 2022 Visualis will launch new photobooths and unveil a brand new concept for attractions from 

the company’s joint venture partner, System Insight Limited. 

 

From September 3rd, check out all the offers and news at www.visualis.co.uk 

 

Call Visualis on +44 (0)1329 722650 or email info@visualis.co.uk – www.visualis.co.uk 

 

Visualis is a joint venture company with System Insight Limited. 
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For PR enquiries, please contact: 

 

Photovision Marketing Services 

Andy Swaine 

t:   01622 747 586 

m: 07786 025 096 

e. andy@photovisionmarketing.co.uk 
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